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Abstract: Structural characteristics influence assessment of fatigue cracking behavior. In the assess-
ment of asphalt pavements, the asphalt structure and practical conditions must be considered. This
study analyzes changes in the elastic modulus of the pavement of different asphalt mixtures amid
aging and moisture damage through fatigue cracking tests. A model to predict the tensile strain at
the bottom of the pavement layer is developed through a structural analysis based on the material
properties. The results are comparatively analyzed using the Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design
Guide to predict the fatigue crack life. The test results indicate that moisture damage significantly
influences the material properties of asphalt pavement and can accelerate pavement damage as the
asphalt ages. The coefficient values of the proposed fatigue-life prediction model can be used to
predict the fatigue life depending on the age of the asphalt and its moisture damage after aging.
The degree of fatigue damage can be predicted by calculating the tensile strain using the regression
equation and elastic modulus according to the aging and moisture damage.

Keywords: aging damage; asphalt pavements; fatigue cracking; ILLI-PAVE; mechanistic-empirical
pavement design guide; moisture damage; tensile strain

1. Introduction

As an asphalt mixture ages, the asphalt binder becomes stiffer, and consequently
exhibits brittle behavior, exposing the mixture to fatigue cracking. The increased stiffness
also leads to losses of cohesion and adhesion between the aggregate and the asphalt binder,
resulting in cracks under cyclic traffic loads [1]. The cracking of an asphalt pavement
is accelerated by precipitation-led moisture penetration combined with traffic loads, ap-
proaching failure as the fatigue life of the pavement decreases. The fatigue cracks that occur
in aged asphalt mixtures are generally known to increase the brittleness of the asphalt
binders that have hardened over time, leading to increased cracking under cyclic traffic
loads. Generally, studies that assess the fatigue cracking behavior of asphalt mixtures
ex situ only investigate the material properties but disregard changes in the structural
properties. As the asphalt binder ages, the stiffness (elastic modulus) of the asphalt mixture
increases. This increased stiffness of the mixture can be leveraged to more accurately
predict the pavement’s service life. However, this approach has never been examined or
evaluated from a structural perspective; incorrect approaches may lead to prediction errors.
Accordingly, evaluations of the variation of fatigue cracking performance with age must
consider the structure of the asphalt mixture.

By 2020, the percentage of expressways and general national highways managed by
the Government of Korea that had been paved was >98%, of which asphalt pavements com-
prised 85% [2]. A trend of maintaining, repairing, and managing existing pavements rather
than constructing new roads is emerging. In the future, the increased pavement stiffness
due to aging and localized heavy rains caused by climate change will accelerate pavement
failure and significantly impact the national budget, owing to increasing maintenance costs.
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Accordingly, in this study, the effects of changes in the properties and fatigue cracking
due to moisture damage were evaluated with consideration of the aging characteristics of
asphalt pavements in Korea. In addition, the influence of age was investigated from the
perspective of the structure of the asphalt pavement.

Safaeia et al. analyzed the strain response of the warm-mix asphalt pavement layer for
the axial load of a vehicle using structural analysis of 3D multilayer viscoelastic pavement.
For the material properties applied for structural analysis, the properties obtained from the
dynamic modulus test and the cyclic fatigue test for the asphalt mixture specimen before
and after water treatment were utilized. As a result of the structural analysis, the strain
response due to the axial load was about twice as large in the structure using the properties
of after-water-treatment specimen compared to in that using before-water-treatment speci-
men. In addition, a large amount of stripping occurred on the fatigue-broken surface in
after-water-treatment specimens [3]. Sarsam and AL-Zubaidi investigated the moisture
damage resistance of recycled asphalt pavement. They found that the deterioration of
service life of recycled asphalt pavement due to water damage was mostly influenced by
the degree of stripping that occurred inside the pavement. In addition, it was found that
the adhesion and cohesion of the asphalt binder are reduced according to the occurrence
of stripping, and as a result the stiffness characteristics of the pavement are reduced [4].
Xiao and Huang investigated the change to moisture susceptibility of HMA upon aging by
using the chemistry of asphalt binder and the energy ratios of asphalt mixture. They found
that for asphalt binders, short- and long-term aging deteriorates the adhesion of asphalt
binders and therefore increases the possibility of delamination. However, for asphalt mix-
tures, short-term aging improves overall water damage resistance, while long-term aging
weakens water damage resistance [5]. Various researchers have investigated the effect of
water damage and/or aging on the performance of asphalt pavements. However, it is
necessary to systematically analyze moisture damage and aging as they simultaneously
affect pavement performance and also affect not only material properties but also pavement
structural properties.

In this study, in order to evaluate the effect of aging and water damage on fatigue
cracking of pavement structure, the material properties of the asphalt mixture and the
fatigue cracking performance of the pavement were systematically evaluated. To analyze
the change in mechanical properties due to aging and water damage of asphalt mixtures,
the dynamic modulus test and the fatigue crack test were conducted for the specimen
treated in various aging and water damage levels. In addition, through structural analysis
based on the material properties obtained from the experiment, a model that can predict
tensile strain occurring in the lower part of the pavement layer under load was developed
and the results comparatively analyzed using the Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design
Guide (MEPDG) to predict the fatigue crack life.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this study, the hot-mix asphalt (HMA) mixture was used for the road pavement
asphalt with PG 64-22 (Korean Company S) as the asphalt binder. A granite crushed
stone aggregate (90% market share in Korea) was used for the aggregate, which satisfied
the WC-3 (20 mm dense-graded asphalt mixture) particle-size standard presented in the
guidelines of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport [6]. The coarse aggregate
used was a single-size Grade 1 aggregate with a flat and elongated particle percentage
of <10%. Generally, as the weight ratio of fine aggregate increases, the asphalt content
increases, increasing the resistance of the mixture to moisture damage. Thus, the ratio of
coarse to fine aggregate was set to approximately 60:40 and the combined gradations were
examined. Table 1 presents the passing weight percentages of the combined gradations
determined in this study.
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Table 1. Grading of aggregates for mix design.

Type
Sieve Passing Weight Percentage (wt.%)

40 mm 30 mm 25 mm 20 mm 13 mm 10 mm 5 mm 2.5 mm 0.6 mm 0.3 mm 0.15 mm 0.08 mm

Standard
gradation

Min. 100 100 100 90 72 56 35 23 10 5 3 2
Max. 100 100 100 100 90 80 65 49 28 19 13 8

Combined
gradation 100 100 100 99.9 83.4 66.8 43.7 31.3 18.2 13.8 9.7 5.6

2.2. Mix Design

The mix design of the asphalt mixture was performed using the Marshall mix design
method proposed by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport [6]. The mixing and
compaction temperatures of the asphalt mixture were 160 ± 3 and 135 ± 3 ◦C, respectively.
Before compaction, the mixture was short-term aged at 135 ± 1 ◦C (compaction temper-
ature) for 4 h. According to the mix design, the optimal asphalt content was determined
to be 5.1%, and all the mix design factors met the standards suggested by the Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport [6]. Table 2 presents the Marshall mix design results.

Table 2. Marshall mix design results.

Type OAC
(%)

Specimen
Density (g/cm3)

Theoretical Max.
Density (g/cm3) VTM (%) VMA (%) VFA (%)

Standard - - - 3–6 ≥13 65–80
HMA 5.1 2.419 2.520 4.0 15.95 74.95

OAC: optimal asphalt content; VTM: voids in total mix; VMA: voids in mineral aggregate; VFA: voids filled
with asphalt.

2.3. Fabrication of Specimens

All the test specimens were cylindrical, with a height of 178 mm and a diameter of
150 mm. They were prepared using a gyratory compactor. To ensure that all the specimens
had the same air voids distribution, they were cut to a height of 150 mm and cored to a
diameter of 100 mm. The target air voids of the cut specimen for the dynamic modulus
test (DMT) and direct tension test were determined to be 6.5% ± 0.5%. To induce the
target air voids of 6.5%, the specimens were manufactured with air voids of 10%, 8%,
and 6% and cored. The voids were then measured, as listed in Table 3. The densities of
all the specimens were measured using a CoreLok device to minimize errors in the void
measurements. Figure 1 illustrates the specimen fabrication using the gyratory compactor
and the specimens after coring.

Table 3. CoreLok density measurement results.

Specimen Bag Weight
(g)

Dry Weight
(g)

Underwater
Weight

(g)

Dry weight
after

Underwater
Weight (g)

Theoretical
Maximum

Density
(g/cm3)

Measured
Density
(g/cm3)

Void
(%)

HMA (6%) 27.5 2879.7 1700.1 2879.7 2.522 2.460 2.5
HMA (8%) 27.4 2788.8 1647.7 2788.8 2.522 2.463 3.8
HMA (10%) 27.6 2726.6 1568.9 2726.6 2.522 2.373 5.9

2.4. Experimental Program

The elastic moduli and fatigue cracking properties were evaluated according to the
aging and moisture damage of HMA and warm-mix asphalt mixtures by applying the
indoor aging property evaluation method presented in NCHRP 09-54 [7] and conducting
a moisture-damage simulation experiment using the freeze-thaw method presented in
AASHTO T 283 [8]. Figure 2 illustrates a flowchart of the experimental program.
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2.4.1. Aging Method

NCHRP 09-54 [7] presents two main methods for simulating aging using asphalt
mixtures. The first is based on the material type (compacted or loose) and the second on
the pressure level (heat aging and pressure aging). In this study, in order to simulate aging
during use of asphalt pavement, aging by heat was selected. Indoor aging simulations
were conducted in a heating oven, with short-term aging (SA) conducted at 135 ◦C for
4 h according to AASHTO R 30 [9]. For long-term aging (LA), each asphalt mixture that
underwent SA was compacted with the gyratory compactor to fabricate the specimens.
These specimens were then cored and cut and aged in a heating oven at 85 ◦C for 48 (LA 1),
96 (LA 2), and 192 h (LA 3).

(1) Short-Term Aging (SA)

1. For the SA of HMA, the uncompacted asphalt mixture was poured on a pan, spread
to a thickness of 21–22 kg/m2, and then placed in an oven at 135 ± 3 ◦C for 4 h.

2. The mixture was stirred every 60 min to uniformly age the mixture.
3. After 4 h, the HMA was removed from the hot-air dryer and immediately prepared

for the necessary tests.

(2) Long-Term Aging (LA)

4. Using the SA asphalt mixture and the gyratory compactor, a specimen was fabricated
by this method.

5. The fabricated test specimen was cooled to room temperature for 24 ± 1 h before
being cored and cut to the required size.

6. The prepared specimen was placed in a heating oven at 85 ± 3 ◦C, according to the
duration of each stage of LA.
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7. After the LA test, the specimen was cooled to room temperature. It was left untouched
during this process.

2.4.2. Moisture Damage Method

The water-immersion method used in the modified Lottman test of AASHTO T 283 [8]
was applied to simulate the effects of moisture, while using asphalt pavements and the
moisture damage of the asphalt mixture. Water freeze-thaw was applied once to simulate
moisture damage caused by cyclic moisture. While this procedure does not comply with
the current “Asphalt Mixture Production and Construction Guidelines (2017)” presented
by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport [6], freezing was included in the test;
it was assumed that all specific regions requiring freezing were included. This condition
was applied to all the specimens used in the DMT and cyclic fatigue tests. After moisture
treatment, the moisture inside the specimen was forcibly removed for the performance
evaluation. To achieve the same conditions as those before moisture treatment, after mois-
ture removal, the specimen was placed in a dryer at 25 ± 1 ◦C for 24 h, and subsequently
the DMT was performed.

2.4.3. DMT

To determine the basic material properties of a mixture using the DMT, the
time–temperature superposition principle must be understood [10], where the elastic
modulus is measured through stress and strain and expressed as a function of time for
different combinations of temperatures and loading frequencies. The behavior of asphalt
mixtures at high temperatures is identical to that when the cyclic loading frequency is
reduced or the loading time is increased and vice versa. Asphalt mixtures in the linear
viscoelastic range are known to be thermorheologically simple; this condition can be repre-
sented by a reduced frequency or reduced time, where the effects of time and temperature
are complexly expressed. The reduced frequency is calculated using a time–temperature
shift factor (aT):

fR = f × aT . (1)

This equation allows for the entire graph to be horizontally shifted for creating one
curve (master curve) that describes the asphalt-mixture behavior over a wide range of
reduced frequencies. The time–temperature shift factor indicates the horizontal shift on a
logarithmic scale needed to create the master curve. The shift amount is determined by a
reference temperature and changes with respect to it.

The master curve is fitted to a sigmoidal function in accordance with Equation (2). The
relationship between the shift factor and the temperature can be expressed by a quadratic
function. The FlexMAT™ asphalt pavement analysis tool [11] was used to determine the
sigmoidal coefficients and time–temperature shift factor. The shift factor becomes 0 at a
specific temperature, which is the reference temperature. While the shift factor can be
determined at any experimental temperature, an intermediate value is generally used. This
logarithmic shift factor is fitted using Equation (3). Equation (2) is used to determine the
elastic modulus at a given temperature, and the frequency and factor are determined using
Equation (3).

log|E∗| = a +
b

1 + 1

ed+g∗log( fR)

(2)

log(aT) = a1T2 + a2T + a3 (3)

The DMT in this study was conducted using the stress-control method in the uniaxial
compression mode. The test was performed at six loading frequencies (20, 10, 5, 1, 0.5,
and 0.1 Hz) and five temperatures (−5, 5, 20, 40, and 54 ◦C). An MTS 810 material testing
machine was used for the DMT, and four extensometers (85 mm) were installed at 90◦

intervals at the center of the specimen. The reload magnitude for each temperature and
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loading frequency was determined as the load magnitude at which a strain of 55–70 µε
occurred. Figure 3 displays front views of the MTS 810 tester and specimen mount.
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2.4.4. Cyclic Fatigue Test

Fatigue cracking in asphalt pavement is a major source of asphalt pavement failure,
in addition to permanent deformation. It is caused by the accrual of wide ranges of cyclic
and thermal loads. The tensile strain at the bottom of the pavement also occurs because of
cyclic loads, causing microcracks to form at the bottom. These microcracks develop into
macrocracks under cyclic loads, which can be observed on the pavement surface [12–14].
Existing fatigue tests and pavement performance prediction models empirically analyze the
development of fatigue cracking according to the bottom-up cracking theory. Researchers
generally simulate field conditions ex situ, i.e., in a laboratory, to analyze the fatigue
behavior of pavement. An extant method involves applying cyclic bending stress to an
asphalt beam with a specific cross-section and specific supporting conditions [13]. This
test uses the stress- or strain-controlled approach. If the field test were conducted in an
environment that differs from the laboratory test conditions, significant errors could arise
in the performance predicted by the test. However, a more important issue is that the test
simultaneously considers both the pavement material and structure. This challenge can be
solved by separating the pavement material properties from the structural properties.

For this purpose, researchers recently developed a direct tensile fatigue test for cylin-
drical specimens and verified the test’s ability to yield similar results to the beam fatigue
test [15]. Two test methods—stress- and strain-controlled—can be used, and experiments
have indicated that they yielded contradictory results [16]. However, the strain-controlled
approach was found to be consistent with the field results. Accordingly, in this study, a
controlled crosshead cyclic (CX) test (strain-controlled method) was performed. A cyclic
constant-velocity strain was applied to the specimen using the crosshead of the device. The
strain-controlled approach is safer than the stress-controlled one and can better simulate the
field conditions, where stress and strain occurred together with complex interactions. The
CX test was performed by applying a tensile force to the specimen until failure occurred at
20 ◦C and a frequency of 10 Hz (Haversine loading). The time of failure was determined as
the time at which the phase angle rapidly changed, in accordance with the method pro-
posed by Reese [17]. Figure 4 illustrates changes in the phase angle and dynamic modulus
with respect to the number of loading cycles. Generally, as the number of cycles increased,
the dynamic modulus decreased, and the phase angle increased. After a load was applied
for a certain period, the phase angle sharply decreased, indicating that the specimen was
damaged. Figure 4 displays the curves of the dynamic modulus and phase angle.
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3. Experimental Results
3.1. Dynamic Modulus

The stress-controlled dynamic modulus (|E*|) test was performed as a uniaxial tensile
compression test to measure the linear viscoelastic properties of the asphalt mixtures. The
reference temperature used to create the master curve of each mixture was 5 ◦C. The
corresponding data are presented as semi-log and log-log graphs in Figure 5. The semi-log
and log-log graphs reveal the behavior at low and high temperatures, respectively [18].
Figure 5 illustrates the DMT results for the HMA in different stages of aging, indicating that
the dynamic modulus increased with age. The elastic modulus increased by approximately
10–35% at 10 Hz as SA progressed. The elastic modulus increased by up to 50% as the
temperature increased or the loading frequency decreased.
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Figure 6 displays the DMT results for the HMA after moisture treatment in different
stages of aging. After moisture treatment was applied to the HMA, the dynamic modulus
increased by 15%–42% at 20 ◦C and 10 Hz. The dynamic modulus continued to increase
with aging despite the moisture treatment, albeit at a slower rate, indicating that moisture
damage degraded the material performance.
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3.2. Cyclic Fatigue

The fatigue cracking resistance of each mixture was evaluated via a cyclic fatigue test,
which is a constant-velocity crosshead test that uses the strain-controlled approach. The
CX test was conducted in which a constant-velocity strain was cyclically applied to the
specimen using the crosshead of the device. To this end, a tensile force was applied to the
specimen until failure at 20 ◦C and a frequency of 10 Hz (Haversine loading). Table 4 and
Figure 7 present the number of fatigue cracks in the HMA with age and moisture damage
after aging [18]. After each stage of aging and moisture damage, the instants at which
the phase angle and dynamic modulus were sharply changed by varying the crosshead’s
strain amplitude for each mixture to high, medium, and low were considered as points of
failure. The number of cycles Nf at these points was determined. The results indicated that
the stiffness (stress) increased with age, whereas the number of fatigue cracks decreased,
suggesting that the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures change significantly with age [17].

Moreover, the fatigue cracking resistance of the HMA was substantially reduced after
moisture treatment. The resistance reduced even under a small strain. Kim [19] evaluated
the fatigue cracking resistances of HMA samples obtained in situ according to the moisture
damage and found that the HMA had a fatigue cracking resistance of approximately ≤50%
on average. In this study, similar behavioral characteristics were observed for different ages
and behavioral characteristics after moisture treatment, suggesting that moisture damage
accelerates fatigue cracking failure in aged asphalt pavement.
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Table 4. Fatigue test results for different HMA ages and moisture damage after aging.

Specimen No. No. Peak-to-Peak Strain (µε) Cycles at Failure

HMA SA
1 78 52,423
2 151 20,423
3 270 5975

HMA LA_1
1 71 43,442
2 148 15,373
3 244 5269

HMA LA_2
1 72 37,468
2 152 9394
3 258 4430

HMA LA_3
1 70 28,487
2 126 10,687
3 304 2215

HMA SA_FT
1 151 6597
2 372 1312
3 - -

HMA LA_1_FT
1 81 14,284
2 135 6448
3 307 1323

HMA LA_2_FT
1 83 11,437
2 160 3483
3 308 1016

HMA LA_3_FT
1 - -
2 77 10,530
3 265 1016

SA: short-term aging; LA: long-term aging; FT: freeze-thaw.
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Through the fatigue test results, the number of fatigue cracks until failure can be
predicted using the relationship between elastic modulus and strain (Equation (4)) [15,20].
This equation was used to obtain the experimental coefficient values with respect to the
age and moisture damage after aging according to the experimental results in terms of the
material. Table 5 presents the coefficient values determined from the aging and moisture
damage conditions through a regression analysis using the elastic modulus based on the
experimental results.

N f = Ck1

(
1
εt

)k2
(

1
E

)k3

(4)

Here, Nf represents the number of cycles to fatigue cracking; εt represents the tensile
strain at the critical location; E represents the material stiffness; k1, k2, and k3 are laboratory
regression coefficients; and C is the laboratory-to-field adjustment factor.
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Table 5. Coefficients of the fatigue cracking prediction model.

Mix
Coefficients

k1 k2 k3

HMA_SA 3.71 × 102 1.74 1.28
HMA_LA_1 4.89 × 102 1.69 1.28
HMA_LA_2 4.62 × 102 1.68 1.28
HMA_LA_3 2.05 × 102 1.74 1.28

HMA_SA_FT 7.04 × 10 1.80 1.28
HMA_LA1_FT 6.03 × 10 1.80 1.28
HMA_LA2_FT 3.39 × 10 1.85 1.28
HMA_LA3_FT 1.89 × 10 1.90 1.28

4. Finite-Element Analysis
4.1. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis was performed on the strain of the pavement to identify the
factors that most severely impacted fatigue cracking in asphalt pavement layers among
the material-property changes under aging and moisture damage after aging. Figure 8
illustrates a cross-sectional diagram of the pavement used for the sensitivity analysis of the
strain. The effects of changes in material properties were analyzed according to the asphalt
pavement layer thickness, age, and moisture damage after aging on the tensile strain (εt) at
the bottom of the asphalt layer. The pavement cross-section highlighted in Figure 8 was
based on the total thickness generally used for national highways in Korea.
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To determine the responses in the pavement, a database was constructed with the
finite-element program ILLI-PAVE, using each pavement layer’s thickness and elastic
modulus changes, according to the age and moisture damage after aging, as the input
variables. ILLI-PAVE is a program for analyzing the asphalt pavement structure and uses
an axisymmetric finite-element method (FEM) developed in 1980 at Illinois State University,
United States. Because the axisymmetric FEM was applied, uniformly distributed circular
loads were only considered. ILLI-PAVE performs interpolation while ensuring that the
principal stresses produced in the subgrade and granular material layers do not exceed the
material’s maximum strength calculated using the Mohr–Coulomb failure theory in the
analysis process. In 1985, a study was performed to make ILLI-PAVE easier to use with
the support of the Illinois Department of Transportation and the United States Department
of Transportation. The researchers added an algorithm comprising a regression equation
that could easily analyze general asphalt-pavement cross-sections and shear planes to
ILLI-PAVE. The program creates and saves both the input and output as text files.
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In this process, it was assumed that all pavement materials exhibited linear-elastic
behavior. To simulate traffic loads, a ground contact pressure of 689 kPa was applied to a
circular ground plane with a radius of 152.4 mm as the input. As only the elastic modulus at
20 ◦C was applied for the elastic modulus of the pavement, the behavior was assumed to be
linear-elastic rather than viscoelastic. Using the FEM program, the tensile strain generated
at the bottom of the asphalt layer, which causes fatigue cracking, was predicted through
the responses in the pavement considered important. The 100 mm, 200 mm, and 300 mm
cross-sections of the asphalt layer were selected to analyze the tensile strain generated at
its bottom (Hac) according to changes in the material properties. The same thickness and
elastic modulus were applied to the subbase (Hsb) and subgrade layers (Hsg); a thickness
of 200 mm was input for the subbase layer and ≥700 mm for the subgrade layer to infinity.
The elastic moduli of the subbase and subgrade layers were determined to be 275 and
50 MPa, respectively. The medium bearing capacity of lower ground presented in the
Korean design catalog was input. Table 6 presents the thickness and elastic modulus of
each pavement layer. Although fatigue cracking generally occurs at room temperature
and below, Baek [20] reported that changes in the elastic modulus hardly affected the
fatigue cracking characteristics at≤5 ◦C. However, the fatigue crack life significantly varied
with respect to the elastic modulus at room temperature (20 ◦C). Accordingly, the elastic-
modulus values were obtained in the laboratory test while considering the fatigue cracking
characteristics in spring or autumn at a pavement temperature of 20 ◦C.

Table 6. Thickness and elastic modulus of each pavement layer for the structural analysis.

Category Thickness
(mm)

Aging
|E*| (GPa)

Before Moisture
Treatment

After Moisture
Treatment

Asphalt (Hac)
100
200
300

SA 7.1 6.2
LA_1 7.9 7.1
LA_2 8.2 7.4
LA_3 9.7 8.9

Subbase (Hsb) 200 - 275
Subgrade (Hsg) ≥700 - 50

The structural factor that most significantly affects the bottom-up cracking at the
bottom of the asphalt pavement layer is the tensile strain. The factors that most significantly
affect the tensile strain are the pavement thickness and elastic modulus of the asphalt
layer. Accordingly, in this study, the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer was
determined according to the changes in the elastic modulus at the asphalt pavement layer
thicknesses of 100, 200, and 300 mm based on the age and aging moisture damage. The
tensile strain was calculated according to the changes in the thickness and elastic modulus
in units of 0.1 GPa between the maximum and minimum elastic moduli of the asphalt
mixture for aging and moisture damage after aging in each layer.

Figure 9 illustrates the calculation results for the tensile strain at the bottom of the
asphalt pavement according to the pavement layer thickness obtained using ILLI-PAVE
based on the test results for the material properties. Figure 10 illustrates the values of
tensile strain at the bottom of the pavement layer based on the elastic modulus according
to the pavement thickness. As indicated by Figure 9, the tensile strain decreases as the
pavement thickness increases, and the tensile strain becomes more sensitive to changes in
the elastic modulus as the pavement layer thickness decreases. In particular, in the 100 mm
pavement layer, the tensile strain changed from 150 to 400 µε, whereas in the 300 mm
pavement layer, it changed from 50 to 150 µε. Moreover, as indicated by the measurements
of the elastic-modulus changes according to the asphalt pavement layer in Figure 10, the
tensile strain decreased as the elastic modulus increased.
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To quantify the correlation between the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt
pavement layer and the influencing factors, the Pearson correlation coefficients were
calculated. The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is the most frequently used coefficient
to represent the relationship between two variables [21]. It has a value between −1 and 1,
where r = −1 indicates a perfect negative linear relationship, r = 0 indicates no relationship,
and r = 1 indicates a perfect positive linear relationship. Table 7 presents a relationship
matrix of the Pearson correlation coefficient for each variable pair. In this study, the
correlations between the tensile strain and the changes in the elastic modulus were analyzed
according to aging, moisture damage, and pavement layer thickness. As the subbase and
subgrade layers were assumed to have constant thickness values, as mentioned previously,
the correlations of tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt pavement layer with the
changes in the asphalt pavement layer thickness (Hac) and elastic modulus (Eac) (Table 8)
were analyzed. The tensile strain at the bottom of the pavement layer significantly varied
with the elastic modulus; it decreased as the elastic modulus increased, indicating a negative
linear relationship.

Table 7. Pearson’s product-moment correlation.

Hac Eac εt

Hac 1.00
Eac 0.00 1.00
εt −0.35 −0.61 1.00
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Table 8. Regression-analysis results for changes in pavement thickness and elastic modulus.

Variable Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

Standardized
Estimate t Value Pr > |t| Remarks

y-intercept 666.94266 3.16680 0 210.60441 <0.0001
R2 = 0.9961

Adjusted
R2 = 0.9958

Hac –63.27209 0.61040 1.0141 × 10−295 –103.65545 <0.0001
Eac –0.00032 3.79825 × 10−6 6.0683 × 10−265 –86.47707 <0.0001
H2

ac 1.98429 0.03512 2.8562 × 10−195 56.48880 <0.0001
E2

ac 7.50066 × 10−11 1.62857 × 10−12 6.095 × 10−164 46.05684 <0.0001
HacEac 1.00216 × 10−5 2.22261 × 10−7 8.6354 × 10−161 45.08957 <0.0001

4.2. Prediction of Tensile Strain Response

A statistical analysis was performed to develop a regression model for predicting
the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt pavement layer, using the layer’s thickness
and elastic modulus as independent variables. A multiple linear regression analysis was
performed for testing the relationship between two or more independent variables and
one dependent variable. This relationship helped determine the independent variable that
most significantly affected the tensile strain (the dependent variable) and derive a linear
model that best predicted the dependent variable from the independent one. A polynomial
regression model with two independent variables can be expressed as:

y = α0 + α1x1 + α2x2 + α3x2
1 + α4x2

2 + α5x1x2 + ε (5)

where y is a dependent variable; α0, α1, . . . , α5 are regression coefficients; and ε is an error
following a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and variance of σ2.

In the forward selection method, which is applied to the regression model first from
the independent variable most correlated to the dependent variable, the regression model’s
reliability occasionally declines with preceding independent variables when a new in-
dependent one is applied. To address this shortcoming, the stepwise selection method
was applied, which examines an independent variable’s significance each time it is ap-
plied to the regression equation via forward selection and subsequently discards the
unimportant variables.

Equation (6) is derived through the regression analysis according to changes in the
elastic modulus with respect to the asphalt pavement layer’s thickness, age, and moisture
damage after aging. Table 8 presents the regression-analysis results for the pavement
thickness and elastic modulus. As indicated in the table, the p-values of all the variables
were <0.0001. Hence, the results were significant.

εt = 666.94− 63.27Hac − 0.00032Eac + 1.98H2
ac + 7.50E2

ac + 1.00HacEac (6)

where εt represents the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt pavement layer (µε);
Hac represents the asphalt layer thickness (in); and Eax represents the elastic modulus of
the asphalt layer (psi).

Figure 11 presents a comparison of the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt
pavement predicted by the regression model with the finite-element analysis (FEA) results
(ILLI-PAVE), according to changes in the asphalt pavement layer thickness and elastic
modulus. The regression model accurately predicted the tensile strain. The coefficient of
determination (R2) between the FEA and regression models was 0.9958.

4.3. Analysis of Fatigue Cracking Resistance

Changes in the material properties according to the age and moisture damage after
aging were examined via the DMTs of the asphalt mixtures. To evaluate the impact on the
fatigue cracking resistance, the crosshead cyclic tests were conducted for each mixture and
selected the experimental coefficient values (k1, k2, and k3) for each condition required for
the fatigue cracking model. Using the test results, the influence of aging on fatigue cracking
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resistance was analyzed for each mixture. The elastic modulus and experimental coefficient
values were applied in addition to the strain values at the bottom of the pavement layer,
according to the changes in the elastic modulus by the pavement layer.
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Table 9 lists the number of allowable loads until fatigue failure, according to the
changes in the asphalt pavement thickness and elastic modulus for each mixture after
aging. For the HMA, the number of allowable loads decreased with age, i.e., as the
elastic modulus increased. Although the fatigue life marginally varied with changes in the
pavement thickness, it decreased by at least 60%. For a thin pavement, the tensile strain had
a significant effect owing to its impact on the fatigue cracking resistance; as the pavement
layer thickness increased, the tensile strain decreased due to the elastic modulus. Hence,
the fatigue cracking resistance increased as the elastic modulus increased.

Table 9. Number of allowable loads until fatigue cracking failure with respect to thickness and age.

Category
HMA

Aging Aging + FT

100 mm

SA 9450 2848
LA_1 7589 2485
LA_2 6914 2054
LA_3 4785 1610

200 mm

SA 31,847 9578
LA_1 25,625 8718
LA_2 23,328 7636
LA_3 17,741 6448

300 mm

SA 91,997 28,504
LA_1 71,817 26,078
LA_2 67,129 23,383
LA_3 54,099 20,977

4.4. Verification of Fatigue Effect

The fatigue life under each condition was predicted. Subsequently, its correlation with
the degree of fatigue damage under aging and moisture damage after aging was analyzed
using the MEPDG [22]. For SA, the pavement thickness corresponding to a design life
of 10 year was calculated. Table 10 presents the traffic volume, climatic conditions, and
pavement material parameters needed for the pavement design. The calculated pavement
thickness was 206 mm.
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Table 10. Basic input parameters of the Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG).

Category Description of Input

Traffic

- AADTT (two-way): 1296
- AADT (two-way, Classes 1–3): 144

- Four lanes (round trip)
- Lane distribution factor: 0.5, Directional distribution factor: 0.9

- Vehicle design speed: 50 km/h
- Traffic volume increase: 0%
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- Average annual number of freeze/thaw cycles: 99.9 

Asphalt layer 
- Va = 7%, Vb = 4.4%, Vbe = 10.5% 
- Creep: Level 3 (default value) 

- Dynamic modulus: Level 1 (input test results) 
Subbase & 
Subgrade 

- Subbase modulus: 275 MPa 
- Subgrade modulus: 50 MPa 

Climate

- Mean annual temperature: 11.8 ◦C
- Mean annual precipitation: 1319.8 mm

- Freezing index: 115.1 ◦C-days
- Average annual number of freeze/thaw cycles: 99.9

Asphalt layer
- Va = 7%, Vb = 4.4%, Vbe = 10.5%

- Creep: Level 3 (default value)
- Dynamic modulus: Level 1 (input test results)

Subbase &
Subgrade

- Subbase modulus: 275 MPa
- Subgrade modulus: 50 MPa

AADTT: Annual Average Daily Truck Traffic (Classes 4–13). AADT: Annual Average Daily Traffic.

The fatigue cracking service life was analyzed for bottom-up cracking in each stage
of aging for a pavement thickness of 206 mm. Next, the service life of each mixture was
evaluated under each aging condition in the laboratory test using the MEPDG. The service
life decreased with age. In the third stage of LA, bottom-up cracking failure occurred at
six years of service life—a reduction of approximately 40%. Meanwhile, under moisture
damage in the third stage of LA, bottom-up cracking failure occurred at three years of
service life—a reduction of approximately 70%. Table 11 and Figure 12 present the results
of a comparative analysis between the MEPDG results and the fatigue prediction model
results, where the concept of the fatigue damage degree for fatigue cracking was applied.
Regarding fatigue cracking resistance based on the fatigue prediction equation, the tensile
strain was determined by Equation (6) for a pavement thickness of 206 mm and accordingly
the number of fatigue cracks. As indicated in Table 11, the fatigue-life prediction equation
underestimates the degree of fatigue cracking damage after aging compared with the
MEPDG, as well as the degree of fatigue cracking damage due to moisture damage after
aging. While the experimental method of the MEPDG for predicting fatigue cracking
reflects the cyclic bending stress test, in this study, the results were obtained via a fatigue
cracking test using a direct tension cyclic load test. Hence, the difference in results was
attributed to the type of the test method.

Table 11. Degree of fatigue cracking damage due to age and moisture damage after aging (MEPDG
vs. fatigue prediction model).

Category
MEPDG Fatigue Prediction Model

Aging Aging + FT Aging Aging + FT
SA 1.00 0.43 1.00 0.30

LA1 0.95 0.35 0.80 0.27
LA2 0.82 0.35 0.74 0.23
LA3 0.60 0.3 0.56 0.20

Degree of damage = number of fatigue cracks due to aging and moisture damage/number of fatigue cracks in
reference asphalt pavement.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the effects of aging and moisture damage after aging on the fatigue
life of asphalt pavement were comparatively analyzed and the following conclusions
were drawn.

• Moisture damage can significantly influence the change in mechanical properties
of asphalt mixture and eventually can be a cause that accelerates severe damage in
asphalt pavement as aging progresses.

• The experimental coefficient values in the fatigue model for predicting the number
of fatigue cracks due to aging and moisture damage after aging were calculated. The
number of fatigue cracks in asphalt mixtures due to aging and moisture damage after
aging can be predicted through laboratory tests.

• The differences between the results for the number of fatigue cracks and fatigue life
between the MEPDG and the fatigue cracking prediction model were attributed to the
fatigue test methods, as well as to differences between the laboratory test conditions
(load, environment, etc.) and the prediction variables of the MEPDG.

• According to the verification results, the coefficient values of the proposed fatigue-life
prediction model can be used for predicting the fatigue life from aging and moisture
damage after aging. In addition, the degree of fatigue damage can be predicted by
deriving the tensile strain using the regression equation and the elastic modulus
according to aging and moisture damage.

• The results of this study can be valuable guidance for predicting the service life and
remaining life of asphalt pavement considering the deterioration due to the aging
and moisture.
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